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Radiation pressure acceleration of ions offers a promising route to generating high-quality laser 

driven ion beams but producing high energy ions via the hole boring scheme is limited by the 

requirements of low density (yet overdense plasmas) and high peak intensity pulses (𝐸!" ∝

𝐼/𝜌) [1, 2]. This works demonstrates the favourable hole boring acceleration of ions when using 

stretched, kJ-class, multi-ps laser pulses and solid density plasmas. By stretching the VULCAN 

PetaWatt pulse from a nominal 500 fs to over 3 ps while maintaining the same pulse energy 

and focusing conditions, we observe both a greater red-shift of the back reflected light 

(indicative of a greater hole boring velocity), and higher proton energies despite of the reduction 

of the peak intensity. Through particle-in-cell simulations, this is attributed to the generation of 

a magnetic channel within the target bulk created by the repulsion of a forward hot electron 

current neutralised by a non-local, cold return current, generating a radial plasma expansion. 

This significantly reduces the dominance of the electron pressure which is observed for the 

shorter pulses which would otherwise prevent efficient hole-boring into the plasma [3].   
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